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The SCO, with Clemens
Schuldt & Maximiliano
Martin
Oueen's Hall, Edinburgh

.t had all started so well. Bril-
liantly, in fact, as young Ger-
man conductor Clemens
Schuldt directed the SCO in
a truly exceptional Stravin-
slv Pulcinella - crisp, driven,
richly textured, and gMng so
many of the orchestra's musi-
cians the chance to shine as
soloists. And shine they did
- notably leader Stephanie
Gonley in some beautifully
shaped solos, and principal
bassist Nikita Naumov, out
front in a concertante quin-
tet ofsotoists, and gloriouslY
flambo],ant in a heaw-footed
duet with trombonist Dun-
can Wilson. Schuldt had an
astute command of texture
and mood, too, gliding grace-
fully between stravinsky's
arch Classical pastiche and
more piquant dissonances -
it felt wonderfully cubist, like
the first post-modern score,
a playfully ironic recasting of
the past, and working to ajoY-
cus, helter-skelter climax.

And then - well, things went
in adifferentdirection. Schuldt

seemed somewhat detached
directing the world premiere
of Lyell Cresswell's dark new
clarinet concerto Llanto.
unwilling to play up its bleak-
ness and eruptions of rage.
But it was SCO principal clari-
nettist Maximiliano Martin in
the spotlight, and he gave an
astonishingly nuanced, subde
account, finding remarkable
tonal l?dety even in just a few
subterranean notes in Cress-
wetl3 brooding opening, and
dispatching the work's fren-
zied syncopated dances with
spitting fury But for such an
uncompromising creation -
a wail ofdistress atthe death
ofa friend - it needed stronger
advocacy than Schuldt's.

As did the concert's closer,
Schubert's'Tragic' Symphony.
There were moments when it
crackled with ener$/, but also
stretches that felt rather flat. It
was a strangelyworkadayend-
ing to a concertthathad begun
so spectacularly.
DAVID KETTLE

Ricky Gervais: Humanity
Clyde Auditorium, Glasgow

Ricky Gerrais caused a minor
media stir recently, when a


